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The introduction of Object-Oriented philosophies 
has resulted in the development of two main atti-
tudes to the study of the past. Some scholars have 
suggested the development of archaeologies that fo-
cus on the fragmentary nature of the archaeological 
record – inviting a more descriptive approach to 
doing archaeology – whereas others have used simi-
lar frameworks to revitalize the study of social pro-
cesses. Both tendencies lean towards archaeologies 
that embrace ontological enquiry, moving away 
from questions of human access. In a reflection re-
garding things, archives and social processes, this 
article strives for enquiries which favour theoretical 
examination that encompasses the study of reality 
as well as the study of the ways in which archaeolo-
gists gain knowledge about the past.
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INTRODUCTION

In his publication Practice and History in Archaeology: an Emerging 
Paradigm, Pauketat (2001a) stressed that processes should not be under-
stood as the outcome of practices; rather, practices should be consider ed 
the processes (Pauketat 2001a:74). In doing so, he gave definition to 
historical processualism. His approach was significant as it decentred 
archae ologies of practice from the overly used ethnographic present 
(Robb 2007:292, 2013b:78), emphasizing how practice can lead to 
changes that are only fully grasped in wider scales of analysis. Histori-
cal processualism enabled linking what appeared to be conflicting app-
roaches to the past by moving from the bottom up. However, this app-
roach was soon halted by the rise of new outlooks that began to cast 
aside the word historical due to its connotations with narratives, defined 
almost exclusively through human agency. But while the word histori-
cal fell into disuse due to critiques of anthropocentrism, the very idea 
of process was not abandoned. In recent years, a focus on the study of 
processes has been reinvigorated in the hands of academics influenced 
by Object-Oriented philosophies and new social ontologies (e.g. Nor-
mark 2008, 2010; Hodder 2011, 2012; Garcia-Rovira 2013a, in press 
a; Robb 2013a, 2014; Harris 2014a, 2014b).

Undoubtedly, archaeology has never completely disassociated itself 
from the study of processes for, in the archaeological record, they ap-
pear as the material manifestations of social dynamics in space and time. 
However, it is worth observing how archaeologists have traditionally 
chosen the notion of process to characterize profound changes observed 
in space and time, in contrast to social dynamics in which change can 
be sought in a specific socio-temporal unit (see Burström & Fahlander 
2012:1–10). Thus, whilst post-processual archaeologies typically chose to 
define change through the exploration of practice in specific socio-cultural 
milieus (e.g. Richards 2004) post-humanist and new materialist archae-
ologies have turned their attention to contexts of structural change for 
what is at stake is the examination of the ways in which the relationships 
established between human and non-human entities give rise to situations 
of emergence/becoming (Deleuze & Guattari 2004; De Landa 2005).

This situation clearly diverges from the kind of archaeologies advo-
cated by the supporters of symmetrical archaeology (e.g. Olsen 2003, 
2007, 2012; Shanks 2007; Webmoor 2007; Witmore 2007; Webmoor & 
Witmore 2008; Olsen et al. 2012). Whilst drawing from similar sources 
of inspiration to argue for new understandings of society (e.g. Callon & 
Law 1997; Latour 1993, 1999; Law & Hassard 1999) or for the agentic 
properties of things (e.g. Brown 2003; Henare et al. 2007; Bryant et al. 
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2010; Bennett 2010), this theoretical avenue is distinguished from the 
former as, in the quest to take things seriously, it has promoted the ne-
cessity to embrace the fragmentary and messy nature in which archae-
ological objects are encountered by archaeologists. This has led some to 
suggest the development of a kind of archaeology that moves away from 
historical narratives in favour of one which is more descriptive and en-
hances the archaeological experience (see Olsen 2012:25–26).

Both the revitalization of studies on social processes and the defence 
of archaeologies focused on things has resulted from a turn into onto-
logical matters similar to that experienced in other disciplinary fields 
(see Bryant et al. 2010:1–19 for the discussion in philosophy). This turn 
has been generative and productive in that it has found new formulas 
into the study of social matters and has triggered a process of reflection 
on the nature of our discipline. Yet, in doing so, it is triggering an in-
creasing aversion to explorations of the role that archaeologists have in 
the constitution of knowledge.

In this article, I want to focus on an imbalance that has been made 
patent by a number of scholars (e.g. Lucas 2012; Hillerdal 2015; Garcia-
Rovira in press b) and that considers the weight recently granted to 
onto logical over epistemological matters in archaeology. This article 
explores this theme by addressing the following questions: can the new 
archaeological project succeed by giving primacy to ontological matters? 
Is it possible to explore the ways in which knowledge is constructed in 
archaeology by displacing the role of archaeologists? This discussion is 
promoted by a context of reflection on archaeological objects, or if you 
wish, the objects of archaeology.

RE-THINKING THINGS, RE-THINKING PROCESSES

In 2012, Olsen was asked to publish a reflection on the state of affairs 
of theoretical archaeology. At the time, he had already acknowledged 
his discomfort about the dynamics that the discipline had taken with 
the rise of post-processualism (e.g. Olsen 2003, 2010), and was about to 
publish another book on this matter, this time jointly with other advo-
cates of symmetrical archaeology (see Olsen et al. 2012). Despite that, in 
the article he spelled out more than ever before his dissatisfaction with 
archaeologies that had subjected objects to the mercy of interpretive sce-
narios devoted to the exploration of human endeavours. The misuse of 
notions of meaning and symbolism had resulted in contexts in which, 
as phrased by him, the depiction of an “elk, or a reindeer repre sent al-
most everything” but the thing itself (Olsen 2012:22). Though perhaps 
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caricaturing post-processual archaeologies to an unwarranted extent, 
Olsen (2003, 2007, 2010, 2012) and those influenced by the ontologi-
cal turn occurring in the wider context of the social sciences (e.g. Nor-
mark 2006; Hicks 2007; Shanks 2007; Webmoor 2007; Witmore 2007) 
posed a necessary critique of anthropocentrism, bringing back the need 
to think about things more seriously. Their reactionary attitudes may 
have not represented an absolute break with previous archaeologies, as 
similar concerns had begun to emerge within post-processual circles 
(see Garcia-Rovira 2013a; Hillerdal 2015; Thomas 2015 for discussion). 
However, many would agree that this move was revolutionary.

The return to things emerging in the social sciences (see Domańska 
2006a, 2006b, 2010 for discussion) proved rather interesting for ar-
chaeologists, particularly with regard to three distinct matters: society 
and social dynamics, the subject/object relationship and the nature of 
the discipline. This movement was promoted by the democratization 
of things. While a reaction against the forgetfulness of things had ex-
isted in the hands of scholars concerned with the textual analogy given 
to the archaeological record (e.g. Barrett 2001), theoretical interest in 
non-human agency was strictly correlated to human practice. Similarly 
to Gell’s (1998) characterization, the agency of objects was situated in a 
secondary position given the lack of intentionality characteristic of hu-
man beings (Normark 2006; Harris 2014b). The return to things pro-
moted by the reading of post-humanist and new materialist approaches 
was radically different in its rejection of a duality between nature and 
society. Following Pálsson’s characterization (1996), our relationship 
with things shifted from being paternalistic to a situation of communa-
lism in which things could no longer be disjointed from social theory 
(Pálsson 1996; Domańska 2006a:176).

The instrumentalization of this idea led to two central lines of dis-
cussion within and outside archaeological circles (see Fowler & Har-
ris 2015 for discussion). On the one hand, this line of thought allowed 
the deployment of a new understanding of society which integrated all 
sorts of human and non-human entities always engaged in their rela-
tionships as a collective (Latour 1993, 2005). This new theoretical re-
gime helped to break with the anthropocentric view inherent in preva-
lent notions of culture and habitus and prompted the necessity to ex-
amine social dynamics incorporating agencies other than human prac-
tice. A new interest in the study of social dynamics thus developed with 
the implementation of flat ontologies, this time giving rise to multi-
scalar studies particularly interested in processes of change located in 
larger scales of analysis. Whereas Actor-Network Theory (ANT) had 
triggered the democratization of things and therefore new understand-
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ings of society, this body of theory presented the latter as an ever fluid 
mechanism which contrasted with the observation of periods of stabil-
ity within certain social contexts. This situation was aided with the im-
plementation of the philosophies of Deleuze and Guattari (2004) and 
De Landa (2005). Both the stability of its identity and the motion of an 
assemblage could be explained through processes of territorialization 
and deterritorialization (De Landa 2005; Alonso González 2012; Har-
ris 2014b). Equally important, assemblages were not defined as a sum 
of their parts (see De Landa 2005:10) but as something which cannot 
be irreducible, giving rise to a situation of emergence (Deleuze & Guat-
tari 2004; De Landa 2005).

As noted, whilst ANT theory prompted the renewal of our understand-
ings of society in our discipline, the realist ontologies of Deleuze and De 
Landa, with their emphasis on notions of emergence and becoming, were 
highly seductive for those interested in the study of social processes. The 
influence exerted by these bodies of theory is particularly observable with 
the study of the transition of the Neolithic. Whilst the first decade of the 
2000s saw the collapse of the traditional diffusion/migration thesis in the 
hands of scholars influenced by practice theory (e.g. Whittle & Cummings 
2007b; Cummings & Harris 2011), the topic was profoundly reformu-
lated. There was an acknowledgement that this process of change had to 
be studied taking into consideration how new relationships among human 
and non-human entities, derived from the introduction of new practices, 
gave rise to a situation of emergence, or if preferred, to new forms of so-
ciality (Garcia-Rovira 2013a; Robb 2013b; Barrett 2014; Harris 2014b). 
A renewed ontological understanding of the world allowed expressing 
complexity not only merging notions of nature and culture but also trig-
gering a multi-scalar understanding of this process of change.

The influence that post-humanist and neo-materialist readings have 
had for the revitalization of social dynamics – and especially with those 
focused on notions of deep time – really contrasts with the agenda set 
by the founders and defenders of an archaeology understood as “a dis-
cipline of things par excellence” (Olsen 2012:16). These two approaches 
share claims about the need to think about things seriously and there-
fore, in the majority of cases, they emerged from similar sources of in-
spiration. However, it is important to note the discrepancies that exist 
between these lines of thought. The former continues envisaging archae-
ology as a discipline concerned with the construction of historical nar-
ratives – understanding historical not as a narrative centred on human 
endeavours but as one in which “humans define the limits of the disci-
pline” (Lucas 2012:268) – whilst the latter goes as far as wishing for a 
“farewell to interpretation” (Olsen 2012). In consequence, the former 
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approach finds its interest in notions of time and scale (e.g. Fowles in 
Alberti et al. 2011; Fahlander 2012; Robb 2013b) and defines archae-
ology as a discipline which differs from others through its accessibility 
to matters concerning deep time (e.g. Fowles in Alberti et al. 2011; Robb 
2013a, 2013b), while the latter maintains that our discipline is first and 
foremost a discipline of things (Olsen et al. 2012).

The latter characterization has triggered a series of profound chal-
lenges to the discipline itself. It is argued that, with a return to things, 
archaeology has ceased to be a mere theory consumer to become one of 
the key contributors in the current intellectual landscape (Olsen 2012:20; 
Olsen et al. 2012). Whether this can be said to be an accurate representa-
tion of the status that archaeology has gained through the current onto-
logical turn is a matter of debate. Yet, it should not be forgotten that this 
line of discussion has given rise to the development of another way of 
thinking about archaeology which defies traditional regimes of interpre-
tation. Instead of following modernist conceptions whereby the past is 
distanced from the present and the fragmentary nature of the archaeologi-
cal record is filled up by historical narratives, this line of thought urges 
us to embrace the messiness and fragmentary nature in which the past is 
manifested, prompting a more descriptive archaeology which enhances 
the incompleteness of things and the archae ological experience (see Olsen 
2012:25–26). As Olsen nicely puts it, the challenge is to cease seeing “the 
past as history and the present as non-archaeology” (Olsen 2012:12).

SOCIAL THEORY, POLITICS, SELF-REFLECTION … 
WHAT ABOUT EPISTEMOLOGY?

[…] ‘theory’ has, historically, tended to confine itself to a delimited set of 
topics. Where ‘new archaeology’ did openly articulate theory, it did so with 
reference to two areas: epistemology and questions of social reconstruction 
and process […]. Marxist, postprocessual and related strands of archae ology 
added a third area, or arguably drew out into the open a third area that was 
always more or less latent and implicit: the reflexive and political nature of 
archaeology […] (Johnson 2006:119) (my emphasis).

In 2006, Johnson published a compelling reflection on the nature of ar-
chaeological theory. In it, he noted that this branch of archaeology has 
been constituted by three main realms of thought: social theory, epist-
e mology and the reflexive and political matters affecting the discipline 
(see the quotation above). New ways of looking at society and at social 
dynamics had resulted from the incorporation of, for instance, systems 
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theory (e.g. Binford 1965; Flannery 1968) or practice theory (e.g. Bar-
rett 1988, 2001). Epistemological questions had already been raised in 
the late 1930s and 1940s with those openly discussing the usefulness of 
archaeological categorization (e.g. Colton 1932; Taylor 1948). Discus-
sions on the objective nature of our inferences had been key within pro-
cessualism (e.g. Binford 1989) and an opposite reaction appeared soon 
after with the development of hermeneutics (e.g. Shanks & Tilley 2007 
in relation to archaeological classification). Finally, reflexive and po-
litical matters had been openly drawn with writings such as The Craft 
of Archaeology (Shanks & McGuire 1996). Sufficient years have now 
passed since the first post-humanist and neo-materialist writings ap-
peared in our discipline; time enough to ask the following question: in 
what ways have these archaeologies touched upon the realms of thought 
defined by Johnson (2006)?

In the last section, I discussed how the application of new social on-
tologies triggered a renewed interest in past processes (e.g. Burström & 
Fahlander 2012; Robb & Pauketat 2013; Harris 2014a, 2014b). Similar 
to the ways in which Heidegger’s ontology (1962) – and consequently 
Bourdieu’s (1977) and Giddens’s (1984) theories of practice – had been 
deployed in archaeology as a way of thinking about social dynamics 
(e.g. Thomas 1996), the new social ontologies of Deleuze (2004) and 
De Landa (2005) –among others – have triggered renewed interest in 
the definition of society, agency and subsequently the examination of 
social processes. New theoretical avenues derived from a turn to things 
have therefore had an impact on matters of social theory in archaeology.

Similarly, the democratization of things has prompted a reflection on 
the discipline itself (e.g. Olsen 2010; Olsen et al. 2012) and has had clear 
political undertones, as demonstrated by the writings of the founders of 
symmetrical archaeology (e.g. Webmoor & Witmore 2008). Their earli-
est writings are nothing but a statement of intentions about the future of 
archaeological practice. But while new theoretical waves have touched 
upon social theory and political matters, have they triggered a renewed 
concern over questions regarding the construction of knowledge? Great 
care has to be taken in order to answer this question to avoid unwanted 
misunderstandings.

Post-humanist and new materialist archaeologies, in their quest to 
overcome human exceptionalism, have often referred to ontology as a 
way of breaking with what are considered to be epistemological limita-
tions mirroring a situation clearly seen in other branches of the social 
sciences. In the same way that, for instance, Latour (1993) had indi-
cated that the modern birth of the human triggered a deep separation 
between humans and non-humans (Olsen et al. 2012:19), archaeologists 
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have used a similar proposition to break through the restrictions placed 
by prevailing binaries such as nature and culture (Harris 2014b). At an 
increasing depth, archaeologists, following the steps of contemporary 
philosophers and social theorists (e.g. Domańska 2006a, 2006b; Bryant 
et al. 2010), have been able to point at the flaws of linguistic paradigms 
which had notoriously correlated thinking with being (see Meillasoux 
2008). With regard to archaeological objects, archaeologists have fol-
lowed similar steps by denouncing how linguistic approaches have al-
ways envisaged a thing as something (Heidegger 1962; Brandom 2005), 
obliterating the very agentic properties of the thing itself.

Yet, while, as already mentioned, in their writings they often refer to 
ontology as a way of breaking with epistemological limitations (see e.g. 
Harris 2014a), this statement may be more accurately read as ontology 
being used to break with the central position given to human beings in 
the constitution of knowledge, rather than a clear rejection of epistemo-
logical enquiry. In actual fact, epistemological discussion has not been 
abandoned but reenergized, particularly by symmetrical archaeologists. 
Clearly influenced by Actor-Network theory (e.g. Callon & Law 1997; 
Latour 1993, 1999; Law & Hassard 1999), they have stressed the amal-
gam of human and non-human actants that are at play in the constitu-
tion of past knowledge. This notion is elegantly explored by Edgeworth 
(2012) in an account that demonstrates how knowledge is generated in 
the process of digging, using as example the act of following a cut. He 
stresses that our interpretations cannot be explained as a response of an 
observer directing attention to the observed. In contrast, interpretation 
is always subjected to the interplay that occurs between us, the soil, the 
tools, the actual cut and so forth in the process of digging. It is amidst this 
set of relationships that knowledge is produced. An acknowledgement of 
the networks that help constitute knowledge about the past has led, over 
time, to an opening of the discussion to include more specific questions of 
epistemology such as representation and the use of media in archaeology 
(e.g. Webmoor 2005, 2014; Witmore 2006; Shanks & Webmoor 2012).

Thus, the growing popularity of flat ontologies has led to new ways 
of thinking about epistemological conundrums in which human beings 
are displaced from the centre. In archaeology, this turn has been incred-
ibly generative not only because it has overruled the idea of archaeolo-
gists as agents interpreting inert matter but also because it has opened 
up theoretical contemplation of contexts (e.g. post-excavation process) 
which have been traditionally undertheorized (see next section for dis-
cussion). However, all theoretical advances come with a space for cri-
tique, and in this text I would like to question whether using flat ontolo-
gies as a way of challenging post-Kantian thought necessarily precludes 
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any theoretical contemplation of the role that human beings (and by ex-
tension, archaeologists) have not only in the constitution of understand-
ings of the past but also of the very idea of past itself. Should speculat-
ing about reality necessarily conflict with thinking about the ways in 
which we create knowledge?

ARCHAEOLOGICAL OBJECTS 
(OR THE OBJECTS OF ARCHAEOLOGY)

The kind of correlation defined by Meillasoux (2008) in relation to post-
Kantian philosophy denotes a direct link between thinking and being. 
With that, it follows that correlational philosophies have either taken 
to believing that reality does not exist outside the contents of the hu-
man mind or that it does, although doubting phenomena that are not 
observable by human perception (Alonso González 2012:15–16). What 
is significant about Meillasoux’s observation is that it demonstrates that 
since Kant, ontological approaches have continuously been founded 
upon questions of human access; a reflection stimulated by considering 
the ontological status of things (see Bryant et al. 2010). Following this 
line of thought, it appears possible to indicate that the question of what 
an object is should be clearly isolated and set apart from the question of 
how we know objects (Bryant 2011a:18). This turn has been particularly 
challenging within and outside philosophical enquiry. In archaeological 
discourse, objects are no longer considered as matter used by humans 
to achieve their ends; human agency no longer transcends that of other 
beings and, as result, social processes can no longer be defined through 
human practice alone.

Yet, in their turn to ontology, Object-Oriented Philosophies have not 
necessarily overruled the significance that questions of human access 
have in philosophical enquiry. Rather it is remarked that questions on 
the nature of reality should not be answered by noting how humans ex-
perience it. Ontology is thus displaced from any notions of human tran-
scendence while ontology and epistemology are still regarded as distinct 
branches of philosophical enquiry. This position is expressed by Bryant 
(2011a) who states that:

[…] flat ontology readily recognizes that humans have unique powers and 
capacities and that how humans relate to the world is a topic more than wor-
thy of investigation, yet nothing about this establishes that humans must be 
included in every inter-object relation or that how humans relate to objects 
differs in kind from how other entities relate to objects (Bryant 2011a:246).
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In this quotation, Bryant (2011a) dissolves the aforementioned opposi-
tion by noting that it is as significant to speculate about reality as it is to 
direct observation to how reality is experienced by objects with specific 
capacities – human beings – as long as these meditations are set apart 
from one another. This reflection is particularly significant for us ar-
chaeologists as it enables us, at one and the same time, to recognize the 
past as a reality and as a very specific concept that can only be grasped 
by reintroducing the role of human beings into the equation.

In this section, I wish to argue that the growing opposition between 
the nature of reality and how we perceive can be dismantled, at least in 
archaeology, by looking more closely at our practices. This move, as I 
hope to demonstrate, does not signify the return to a correlational the-
ories. It simply wants to draw attention to the nature of the discipline; 
the very constitution of archaeological knowledge demands a recogni-
tion of the past as a reality outside the contents of the human mind, but 
its form is dependent upon the way it is conceptualized by human be-
ings through processes of inference. This discussion is promoted by a 
particular question: what is an archaeological object, or so to speak, 
the object of archaeology?

THINGS AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL OBJECTS

Those seeking for a discipline devoted to the study of things (e.g. Olsen 
et al. 2012) have denounced how archaeologists have neglected them in 
their quest to construct historical narratives, for the latter involves seek-
ing what is precisely absent in material remains: their association with 
past contexts and to people. Pondering about this reflection, one may 
wonder what we are doing when conceptualizing pottery fragments – 
such as the ones shown in the image below (figure 1) – as fragments of 
Grooved Ware that tie into narratives about Orcadian identity and that 
are central in the explanation of social change during the third millen-
nium BC. Why does archaeological interpretation hardly ever consider 
archaeological objects as the fragmentary remains of things that were 
assembled in the past and that continue to exist in the present? The para-
dox posed by this line of thought presents real challenges to the disci-
pline. Yet, a problem emerges in defining archaeology as a discipline of 
things for what is absent in things is precisely what offers the qualities 
of archaeological objects.

Lucas (2012) emphasizes this view by reminding the reader how 
“the presence of humans is what defines the archaeological and sepa-
rates it from […] the geological or paleontological record […]” (Lucas 
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2012:260). However, he is quick to accentuate that this position does not 
place human beings at the centre of archaeology. Rather, “humans sim-
ply define its limits” (Lucas 2012:260). This position can be nicely illus-
trated in pointing at the very definition of negative trenches. While two 
distinct trenches located close by may evidence identical stratigraphic 
sequences (e.g. successive episodes of colluvium formation resting on 
top of the natural), only that containing evidence of human activity is 
regarded as being of archaeological interest.

The other quality to be found in archaeological objects relates to their 
pastness. Certainly, archaeological objects exist insofar as they are ele-
ments which occur in the present. However, if an object is not regarded 
as past then it is “no less contemporary than the showcase in which it 
rests” (Hillerdal 2015:146). As Holtorf notes, “archaeological objects 
can be defined as objects that possess pastness” (Holtorf 2013:431).

Fundamentally, our awareness of a past object is determined by its 
materiality. In our example (figure 1), our pottery sherds are crumbling 
away every time they are picked up; the presence of mud in the grooves 
suggests that they were once unearthed, and the material properties 
that once held the pot together are quickly disintegrating. On other 
occasions, its pastness is discerned according to the context in which 
the object was found. The authenticity of an archaeological object is 
therefore subject to its relation to past and to people, and it is depend-
ent upon its existence in the present (see Hillerdal 2015 for discussion). 
Nonetheless, as Holtorf (2013) stresses, definitions of objects’ pastness 
also require considering how their authenticity is established once it 
matches the expectations of the audience, and it is substantiated by the 
definition of histories relating objects between then and now (see Hol-
torf 2013:432–435).

Figure 1. Fragments of Grooved Ware found at Barnhouse (Orkney Islands, UK).
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The position so far outlined can be briefly illustrated with the fol-
lowing example. In 2013, excavations carried out at the site of Dorstone 
Hill (Herefordshire, UK) recovered four fragments of rock crystal. The 
rarity of such finds immediately became one of the most debated issues 
on site. The fragments were recovered from a well-sealed pit – feature 
[136] – in which 35 pottery sherds, nine flint flakes and a tip of a flint ar-
rowhead were also found (see Thomas et al. 2014, unpublished report). 
Interestingly, while these finds were retrieved from a secure context, 
the very materiality of these objects – resembling modern glass by their 
translucent qualities and their sharp breakage – triggered discomfort 
among the digging team. Were these material remains found in a well-
sealed context? Or were they fragments of modern glass found in a dis-
turbed layer at the site? Fortunately, on closer inspection it was possible 
to verify that these were in fact fragments of rock crystal and that, at 
least 1 fragment had been worked (figure 2). A further assemblage was 
subsequently found in a pit-like feature (figure 3) – feature [518] – dur-
ing the 2014 excavations at the same site which supported the authen-
ticity of such finds (see Garcia-Rovira et al. 2015, unpublished report). 
The fragments of rock crystal were finally regarded as archaeological 
objects (figure 4).

Figure 2. Rock crystal flake found in pit [136] at Dorstone Hill (Herefordshire, UK).
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Figure 3. Plan and section of feature [518] found at Dorstone Hill (Herefordshire, UK).

Figure 4. Rock crystal fragments recovered from fill of feature [518] at Dorstone Hill 
(Herefordshire, UK).
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In acknowledging that the authenticity of archaeological objects is 
subject to their relationship to two qualities which are absent and there-
fore differed through human engagement with materiality, we are not 
necessarily contemplating the idea that the past only exists as result of 
human conceptualization. The past is a reality that has effects outside 
the contents of the human mind and it is therefore worth considering 
ontologically. However, in the very definition of archaeological objects, 
the past is approached in our discipline through processes of inference. 
Even those who wish to approach archaeological objects in more descrip-
tive ways are forced to establish such inferences in their determinations 
of what an archaeological object is. In the light of such a situation, it 
may be argued that any approach to the study of archaeological objects 
requires contemplation of the nature of reality and of how the past is 
conceptualized by the archaeological eye. This view does not preclude 
the importance of acknowledging symmetrical archaeology’s emphasis 
on the multiplicity of actants that participate in the production of under-
standings about the past. In its place, it draws attention to the necessity 
to direct attention to very the conditions of potential for our discipline; 
conditions directly derived from inferential engagement that occurs to 
entities with specific capacities – human beings.

ARCHIVES AS ARCHAEOLOGICAL OBJECTS

Sometimes I felt the magic took place off-stage or behind the curtain, and 
that interpretations were presented without specifying how information had 
been collected, presented or processed. (Fowler 2013:4)

To this point, it has been argued that archaeological objects are defined 
by their relation to human beings and to pastness – elements which can-
not be completely disjointed from human inference. Archaeological ob-
jects are the objects of archaeology but their primacy may be questioned 
in acknowledging that the latter should integrate all those elements from 
which the past emerges. While this may be the case, the epistemological 
primacy (Shanks & Webmoor 2012) given to materiality in archaeology 
is patent at a number of levels.

Degrees in archaeology have a tendency to emphasize material culture 
and synthesis, underestimating the role that post-excavation has in the 
production of understandings about the past (see the quotation above). 
In archaeological excavations, paper records are often considered repre-
sentations of what was once there. At a deeper level, the primacy given 
to past materiality has had direct effects on the manners in which the 
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archaeological record has been defined to date. In all its articulations 
– the fossil record, the textual record or the record of human practice 
(see Patrik 1985; Barrett 2001) – examinations of the archaeological re-
cord have been excessively focused on the material remains we excavate.

Fortuitously, though, the epistemological primacy traditionally given 
to past materiality has been questioned with the recognition that past 
understandings emerge out of what symmetrical archaeologists (e.g. 
Olsen et al. 2012:38), following Stengers (2005), have defined as an 
ecology of practices. Retaking Edgeworth (2012), the interpretation of 
a cut occurs through the immediate encounter of tools, soil, weather, 
expectations and so forth. The materialization of this understanding 
has led to the assertion that archaeological archives are not just repre-
sentations of the archaeological record (see Lucas 2012; Fowler 2013) 
but have to be understood in terms of emergence because this is what 
gives rise to the past (see Lucas 2012 for discussion). If the past emerges 
in the very constitution of an archive, the latter may also be considered 
an archaeological object. This positioning necessarily takes us to two 
equally significant reflections.

The first element of discussion derives from the recognition that, un-
like past materiality, archaeological archives have not yet been openly 
discussed in archaeological theory. While this situation is different from 
place to place, the records produced in and after an excavation are more 
often than not considered to be a representation of the past rather than 
the past itself. As such they are constituted following standardized re-
cording methods and deposited following guidelines habitually defined 
to allow conservation and preservation (see Baird & McFadyen 2014; 
Garcia-Rovira & Alegria-Tejedor in prep.). Yet, in understanding ar-
chives as archaeological objects, matters of concern are no longer limited 
to the ways in which archives are structured, conserved and accessible 
by future generations. The ethical responsibilities of archaeologists ex-
tend to incorporate the need to articulate the ways in which knowledge 
about the site has been gained, not only through a direct observation 
between materiality and archaeologists but through the very intimate 
set of relationships that are forged among a multiplicity of actants in the 
act of digging a site. Let us take the excavation of Dorstone Hill (Here-
fordshire, UK) to illustrate this position.

Central to the excavations at the site was a particular context (511) 
established through the remains of a fired structure made of wattle and 
daub. In contrast to every other context, 511 presented real challenges 
to the team as, due to its heterogeneity (the layer integrated burn wood, 
decayed wood, wattle and daub and clay among other things), it defied 
all the standardized recording methods used onsite. In the grand scheme 
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of things, the limits imposed by the recording sheets were circumvented 
by writing detailed descriptions of the layer. As such, burnt planks fol-
lowing well-defined patterns could be defined as evidence for the skele-
ton of a once standing structure and the wattle and daub as the fabric 
of once standing walls. This descriptive account allowed the team to 
handle the layer accurately, with the exception of the more ambiguous 
elements of the layer which were more often than not experienced in 
the very act of excavation and through the intervention of a number of 
factors, including the kind of trowel you were using, the responses to 
the soil after periods of rain or the effects that cloud cover had on the 
site. If knowledge about the past is considered to emerge amidst these 
collective interventions; if archives are considered archaeological ob-
jects as such, should these more intimate dealings be central to the act 
of recording a site?

The second element of discussion takes us back to the argument pur-
sued in this section. With regard to objects it has been suggested that the 
very constitution of archaeological object demands human inference and 
as such the latter should also be a matter for theoretical contemplation. 
Similarly, while the production of archives should not be disassociated 
from all the other factors that play a role in the constitution of archae-
ological knowledge, it is significant to highlight that records/archives 
are constituted by us and therefore they should not be completely with-
drawn from human intention and the ways in which we conceptualize 
the past. This suggestion does not presume that the past does not exist 
outside human conceptualization but that the emergence of past under-
standings occurs through an overlap of the past as a reality and the past 
as conceptualized by the archaeological eye.

PAST PROCESSES AS ARCHAEOLOGICAL OBJECTS

At the beginning of this article, I argued that while the ontological turn 
has led to the definition of archaeologies focused on the study of things, 
similar sources have been used to reengage in the study of social pro-
cesses. In the grand scheme of things, this turn has triggered awareness of 
the complex web of agents that, in assembly, trigger situations of emerg-
ence. Likewise, the introduction of new social ontologies (e.g. Latour 
1999; Deleuze 2004; De Landa 2005) has given insight into the multi-
temporal character of processes of change, and has allowed breaking 
with top-down approaches that depict abstract forces imposing changes 
in the kind of things that happen on the ground (see Fahlander 2012 
for discussion). In every case, a turn to ontology has greatly enhanced 
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the possibilities that archaeologists have to examine changes that occur 
in large temporal and spatial contexts. Yet, some may retreat from the 
possibility of their study, noting that processes are products of human 
conceptualization rather than real entities.

A number of scholars remind us that archaeological objects are things 
that existed in the past and, more importantly, continue to exist in the 
present (e.g. Hillderdal 2015; Lucas 2012; Olsen et al. 2012). This state-
ment presents a paradox in considering the agentic properties of objects 
for it “emphasises that past is everywhere present and active” (Webmoor 
2007:575). In their life spans, archaeological objects have been entities 
of many assemblages, thus presenting questions of whether it is possible 
and, if at all, necessary, to continue searching for their original affilia-
tion. This reflection has led symmetrical archaeologists to turn against 
“a typological understanding of time and its classificatory relation to 
history” (Olsen 2012:6). Given that processes such as the transition to 
the Neolithic require operations related to notions of human access, the 
authenticity of such processes may be questioned. But what would oc-
cur if past processes were to be considered objects?

In The Ecological Thought, T. Morton (2010) rightly emphasizes 
that, despite their success, Object-Oriented philosophies have not fully 
removed questions of human access in focusing their attention on the 
study of objects of lived experience (see Morton 2010 for discussion), 
thus failing to reach the demands of philosophical enquiry which sees 
ontology as first philosophy. The same can be said to have occurred in 
archaeology in defining things (of lived experience) as archaeology’s 
object of study. Morton’s observations may trigger questions about the 
translation of new social ontologies to archaeology. Yet, on this occa-
sion, it appears interesting to delve into the possibilities he poses for the 
existence of objects that defy human experience of them. Could past so-
cial processes be said to be akin to Morton’s hyperobjects? If so, what 
would be the implications of such a move? These questions may be dis-
cussed by using a particular example: the process of change tradition-
ally defined as the transition to the Neolithic.

The transition to the Neolithic in Europe is known to have spanned 
more than three millennia (7th to 5th millennium cal. BC). Despite 
diverg ences regarding its nature and character, it has been acknow-
ledged that this process occurred amid particular relationships that were 
triggered through the incorporation of new practices within particular 
environments. Given the mosaic of environments and idiosyncrasies in 
which these practices were implemented, it is necessary to emphasize that 
this process led to the definition of multiple contexts of transformation 
evidenced regionally (see Whittle & Cummings 2007). This is particu-
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larly interesting as, at the other end of the spectrum – the macro-scale – 
this context of change appears to result in situations of convergence; of 
new forms of sociality which are defined by the impossibility to revert 
to previous ways of living (Robb 2013a; Garcia-Rovira 2013a). While 
it may be argued that the macro-scale characterization of the transition 
results from processes of human conceptualization, the similarities it 
shares with Morton’s hyperobject (2010, 2011) are worth considering in 
some detail. In effect, by looking at the transition at a macro-scale, an 
element stands out: if the transition as a whole was to be treated as an 
object, then the latter should be considered greater than the sum of its 
relations (see Morton 2010; Bryant 2011b:91), for as has been noted, the 
mosaic-like situation evidenced resulted in a situation of convergence, 
that is, in the definition of new forms of sociality. Moreover, as is the 
case with Morton’s hyperobject, this process of change proved viscous 
(see Morton 2010) as, once immersed in the adoption and reproduc-
tion of new practices, it became impossible for social groups to revert 
to previous lifeways.

What is important for the argument pursued is Morton’s definition 
of a kind of objects which are so dispersed in time and space that they 
transcend any spatial and temporal barrier (Morton 2010:130). His defi-
nition means that these objects cannot be perceived by other entities 
and have different temporalities (Morton 2010:55–80). Undeniably, this 
may have been the situation for those who experienced changes asso-
ciated with the introduction of new practices during the transition to 
the Neolithic. Yet, the situation diverges when we consider the ways in 
which these objects can be perceived by those – archaeologists – who 
delve into matters existing across space and time. Even from this van-
tage point, processes cannot be envisaged in the same way as an object 
of lived experience. Processes, however, like archaeological objects, can 
be defined in conflating reality and inference. It has already been noted 
that processes such as the transition to the Neolithic should not be con-
ceptualized as changes caused by a series of abstract forces but by the 
dynamics triggered, in this case, amid new relationships associated with 
the implementation of new practices. In this case, the very materiality of 
such events speaks of a reality that stands outside human conceptualiza-
tion. But like Morton’s hyperobject, the totality of the process cannot 
be realized in any particular local manifestation. Thus in the same way 
as a hyperobject is defined, processes – understood as objects – differ 
through their local manifestations in processes of inference.
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CONCLUSIONS

The influence exerted by the ontological turn in archaeology has so far 
resulted in the development of two main strands of research: one which 
draws attention to the study of things, and one which focuses its ef-
forts on the examination of phenomena distributed in large temporal 
and spatial scales of analysis. Despite the differences that exist between 
them, these approaches have turned to ontological matters, often as a 
way of releasing the discipline from what are considered epistemologi-
cal restrictions. As has been noted in this text, by epistemological limi-
tations, these tendencies actually indicate the need to move away from 
human exceptionalism to explore the ways in which the constitution of 
knowledge occurs through the multiplicity of agents. Translated to our 
discipline, the past is no longer constituted through direct observation 
of inner matter but through multiple elements rightly defined as an eco-
logy of practices.

Adopting a relational approach to the study of our practices, it has 
been possible to expand our understandings of archaeological objects 
to integrate all those elements from which the past emerges. This has 
enabled displacing materiality from its position of epistemological pri-
macy to include archives and concepts (see Lucas 2013; Fowler 2013 for 
further discussion). This move has been allowed by a shift towards the 
question of the past as a reality rather than as a product of human con-
ceptualization. However, through a discussion of what constitutes ar-
chaeological objects, or the objects of archaeology, it has been pointed 
out that archaeological interpretation cannot be completely disassoci-
ated from human inference. The latter plays an equally important role 
in the definition of past materiality; it is imprinted in the very exercise 
of constructing an archive and it is latent in our conceptualization of 
the past. Following from this discussion, and as a way to take this text 
to a closure, I would like to ask the following question: rather than posi-
tioning archaeology within realist or correlationist frameworks, could 
it be said that archaeological interpretation emerges out of an encoun-
ter of the past as a reality and the past as conceptualized by the archae-
ological eye? What kind of consequences would the acceptance of this 
premise have for archaeological theory?
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